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THE VON L IEB IG  FOUNDATION AWARDS 
FOR VASCULAR SURGERY RESEARCH, 1996 
The yon Liebig Foundation A ward f i r  Early- Career Academic Surgeons-S10, 000 A ward• 
Eligibility requirements: 
• The applicants are expected to be in the first 5-year period of their academic career. 
• Manuscript accompanied by a signed letter from the author's Division or Department head 
verifying the author's length of appointment and attesting that the author performed all the 
essential parts of the experimental work reported. 
15th Annual von Liebig Foundation Award for Residents and Fallows-S5, 000Award• 
Eligibility requirements: 
• Research performed by a Resident or Fellow on staff at an institution in the United States, 
Canada, or Mexico with senior collaborators acting in a consultive capacity. 
• Manuscript accompanied by a signed letter from the author's uperior attesting that the 
author performed all the essential parts of the experimental work reported. 
General requirements: 
• The research may be experimental or clinical in nature dealing with some fimdamental or 
clinical aspect of vascular surgery. Clinical research papers are especially encouraged. 
• Research performed by an individual on staff at an institution in the United States, Canada, 
or Mexico. 
• Original, unpublished work (nor submitted elsewhere for publication, except o the ACS 
Surgical Forum). 
• Submitted in English (6 copies of the typed manuscript and 6 copies of glossy prints of ill- 
ustrations), complying with "Instructions to Authors" of the Jouw~ or VASCULAR SURGERY 
and including an abstract of 250 words or less. 
• A cover sheet indicating the manuscript is to be considered for either 'The von Liebig 
Foundation Award for Early-Career Academic Surgeons," or "The 15th Annual yon Liebig 
Foundation Award for Residents and Fellows." 
All manuscripts entered will be reviewed by a select committee of vascular surgeons. The 
two winning manuscripts will be submitted to the Program Committee of the Southern 
Association for Vascular Surgery for consideration for inclusion on its 1966 scientific pro- 
gram and publication in the Iouva,~ or VASCULAr, SUV, GrRY. The von Liebig Foundation 
reserves the right to withhold the grant of either or both awards in the sole discretion of the 
Awards Committee whose judgement with respect thereto shall be final and conclusive. 
Further inquiries may be directed to the same address to which the manuscripts must be 
sent, postmarked no later than October 1, 1995: 
lean A. Goggins, PhD 
Award Committee S cretary 
The yon Liebig Foundation 
112 Bauer Dr. 
Oakland, NJ 07436 USA 
(201)337-6126 
